Understanding Jeffrey Epstein and the Coup
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Adam Schiff and the other democrats involved in the coup attempt are evil people but they are not totally stupid. They would not willingly ever allow themselves to look as vile and as stupid as they do now. In fact the last politician to ever look as bad or stupid as Schiff and Pelosi look now was probably Marie Antoinette.

But the question as to what they are doing has a simple answer; they are just obeying orders. The orders are coming from London and Wall St. as Harley Schlanger describes.

Harley Schlanger, major figure at LarouchePac: The orders are coming from bankers.


And the hand that holds the whip is the invisible person or secretariat in charge of Jeffrey Epstein and the other Jeffrey Epsteins still out there. That involves satanic ritual and blackmail of large numbers of political figures worldwide. The blackmail generally involves crimes against children; crimes so utterly abominable and heinous that there could never be a possibility of their being spun or explained away to the constituents of the politicians and other public figures in thrall to this system.

Most Americans still have no idea of the horrific nature and gigantic scale of this business. I recently posted (FaceBook page for Doc. Greene Show) a video made by a John Paul Rice who clearly understands this and many people are shocked by this video:

https://youtu.be/GRdXzURYpxc

Qanon describes Epstein’s island in a series of Twitter posts/tweets:

https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1150150068860784640
QANON tweet series on Epstein island

If you were going to commit the WORST crimes against children, you would choose an ISLAND far from prying eyes with hills for UNDERGROUND torture chambers that was near a SUPPLY of CHILDREN (Haiti/DR/PR) that no one [other than for people living in thatch huts] would notice if gone.

Celebrities would travel by private jet which will be [their] downfall because of flight logs. There is 1 airport called Cyril E. King airport (STT) on the island next door. Private jet companies like [Wheels Up] were flagged by Q for research.

The Super Elite would be able to travel by yacht. This would be much harder to track. Some of the yachts have mini subs underneath & it would be virtually impossible to know who entered/exited the yacht. Any Bahama yacht is now SUSPECT.

Remember when Olivia Jade was outed for her parent’s pay scheme at USC? Did you know she was in the Bahamas that week on a yacht owned by Rick Caruso,
the Chairman of USC? What if the $500,000 payment was to get Olivia in [their] “club”?

There will be two types of kids brought to LSJ. Group 1 will be the children of the elite. They will be taught how to perform occult rituals & preconditioned to accept sacrifice as normal. They often wear costumes to desensitize [them] [Chelsea??].

Group 2 will be kids that are brought to the island for sex, blood & then sacrifice. These Elites HATE black people with a passion. [They] love getting poor children from Haiti/DR & even PR. These poor kids think they’re going to a better life.

Upon arrival at LSJ, group 2 kids will be brought in and immediately be taken UNDERGROUND by [them] for weeks of ritual preparation before their sacrifice on the unholy days in their Satanic Calendar. These dates will coincide with flight logs.
LSJ has an underground Temple on each of the 4 cardinal points associated with 4 different fallen angels. North = Belial (Earth) South = Satan (Fire) East = Lucifer (Wind) West = Leviathan (Water) This is a $100M complex for killing kids.

1 of these 4 Temples is shown in many pictures. It looks innocent but it is actually an elevator shaft & air intake system for chambers below. This temple had “Moloch owls” on the roof & a golden dome before both were “destroyed” & removed.

More recently, Rusty Shackleford and other private parties have been bringing flying camera drones right up to the glass of that temple and other buildings on the island. One such image from the interior of that temple shows three mattresses stacked atop one another, the top mattress showing unmistakable blood stains.
In the very center of the island is a 100’ wide Sun Dial. Below the Sun Dial is where the tunnels branch off into the 4 cardinal directions to each Temple. If you zoom in on this Sun Dial you can see [their] rape rock for midnight sacrifices. Next to the Sun Dial was a rectangle surrounded by mounds covered by a tarp painted to look like a Tennis Court to fool Google Earth. We now know this was actually a cover over a huge outdoor sacrifice pit.

**Candidate for all-time prize for phoniest tennis court:**
In conclusion, we know Q team had to FIRST shut down these horrible global trafficking destinations. And secure the release of as many kids as possible.

That was Qanon’s take on Epstein’s pedo/pervo island. Other takes tend to corroborate all of that.

**Epstein was also heavily involved with "transhumanism".**

https://tinyurl.com/s97cl45

Transhumanist experimenters complain of the difficulty of procuring human subjects in sufficient quantity…. Imagine the joy and delight on their faces when they learn that there is a very wealthy American super-pervert who owns an isolated island and has an essentially endless sort of conveyor-belt type supply system for young children who are nearly untraceable and who will never be missed other than by people living in shanties and mud huts…..

The mud-hut part of the operation was apparently being handled by people like Laura Silsby:

https://tinyurl.com/y9mzxdbu
Of course, Epstein had other exotic properties for more or less the same purposes and there are other Jeffrey Epsteins out there. And again, there is a logical conundrum in the picture. Can anybody really believe that guys like Prince Andrew or Slick Clinton would go to the trouble/hassle of flying back and forth to the Caribbean for ordinary fatcat/teen sex which they could easily enough get in Arkansas or London? Logic indicates that whatever they were getting down there on Lolita Island was substantially fancier than that. The idea seems to be:

**If you’re gonna be evil, don’t screw around about it! Be SERIOUSLY evil...**

**Origin of Satanic Practices**

A bit more on Epstein and the London/Wall St. bankers shortly, but the next question we need to ask and which the world needs to understand the answer to is this: Where does all of this stuff come from?? Slick Clinton, Epstein, Schiff, Pelosi, Soros et. al. aren’t bright enough to dream all of this **** up ex nihilo; who gave those fools the ideas for all of this? Where does it all come from??

The answer to that is, as they say, a very long story, but we can make a shot at it here.

This stuff goes back to the foundation of our solar system and our world and you have to start by thinking back on what we were being taught in our schools, what they wanted us to believe. In general, we were taught that:

- The universe began in some sort of an inexplicable “Big Bang(TM)”, around 17 billion years ago.
- Most if not all of everything that goes on in that universe is explained by gravity, with electromagnetic forces playing little if any role.
- Our own solar system formed up from swirling dust around 4 billion years ago.
- Our system has looked pretty much as it does now for most of that time.
- Life on our world has arisen via random processes (evolution) over giant spans of time.
- The general history of our planet involves slow and uniform processes.
• The stories about major catastrophes you read in ancient literature are fairytales.
• Space and time are deformable.
• Albert Einstein was the smartest man who ever lived.

Now, in real life, it turns out that every bit of that is a bunch of BS.

The kinds of activities which Epstein was accused of simply do not belong in the modern world. Those practices originated in a bygone age in attempts to recover or regain a supposedly paradisial Saturnian golden age.

Troy McLachlan's account of that age and of the kinds of practices which arose from those efforts provide some glimpse as to what Epstein's activities have been about and where they come from:

https://www.amazon.com/Saturn-Death-Cult-Troy-McLachlan-ebook/dp/B005CWNAIK

http://www.saturndeathcult.com
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Troy McLachlan:

“Also, if you have ever wondered why the infamous call for a New World Order is linked by conspiracy advocates to elitist financial cronyism, missing children and paedophilic networks, death cults, serial killers and police state terrorism, then hopefully this website may connect a few dots.”

Saturn Theory

Understanding this material involves what is called "Saturn Theory".

All ancient religions were astral in nature; the curious name associations between ancient pantheon gods and our planets are primordial. Primitives seeking to devise an astral religion from scratch in our own age would invariably end up worshiping the sun, the moon, and possibly Venus.

However the two chieftain gods of all ancient religions were the two former dwarf stars, Jupiter and Saturn and particularly Saturn. Vestiges of that ancient reality still surround us. We still call our sabbath "Saturn's Day"; the main religious festival in ancient Rome was "Saturnalia"; Virgil notes (Aenid) that Rome itself was built over top of the remains of a more ancient city called “Saturnia”; Plato consistently refers to antediluvians as "Nursetings of Cronos/Saturn"; classical authors including Hesiod and Ovid refer to a "Golden Age" when Cronos (Saturn) was "King of Heaven". In the same language, our sun is the "King of Heaven" now.
Beginning around 7000 - 12000 years ago, our solar system experienced a series of catastrophes including the disaster which killed off the remaining American and European megafauna, the flood mentioned in Genesis 7 and other ancient literature, The disaster which Greeks associated with the tale of Phaeton and which Isaiah 14 refers to in claiming that Venus (Lucifer, son of the Morning / morning star) had once destroyed the cities of the Earth, and several others.

The proximate cause of all such was the final capture of several bodies which had not been part of our system originally. A description of the role Saturn played in the Biblical flood involves the idea of a dwarf star flare event:

https://steemit.com/history/@gungasnake/when-dwarf-stars-flare

Plato (Statesman) describes that former golden age as paradisial.

At any rate, attempts to recapture that paradisial age which preceded the classical catastrophes are what is behind satanic practices both in ancient times and in our own age. As Troy McLachlan describes it, those practices never died out and are still with us, as you note in the case of Jeffrey Epstein. The secret societies involved in those practices have a history which follows a path from Babel to Sodom, to Babylon, Greater Phoenicia, Carthage, Rome, Northern Italian cities, Spain, the Netherlands, and finally England.

Banking and the Death Cult
The connection between banking/bankers and the secret societies is also primordial, McLachlan's book describes this. The impact of this is seen in Schlanger's article as well as in several peculiar recent votes in the US congress.

Paul Craig Roberts claims that without restoring the Roosevelt Glass/Steagall law, the US will fail:

https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2017/06/09/without-glass-steagall-america-will-fail/

Bill Clinton and Newt Gingrich both have stated that the repeal of that law was the worst political mistake that either of them ever made. In 2015, there was a movement to restore Glass/Steagall. Thus there was an interesting contrast between the law which America needed (Glass/Steagall) and the law which America got... The law we got was called Cromnibus, that is, Continuing Resolution, Omnibus Spending. Real countries have budgets; banana republics have continuing resolutions...

Cromnibus involved parking something like $30 trillion worth of oil derivatives under FDIC which is a sick joke, at least as an intellectual exercise. I asked friends who follow these things what they thought they were doing since FDIC can't even cover you and me much less 30 trillion in oil derivatives and the reply I got was sort of stunning. The idea appears to be that the bankers wanted to be able to tell their customers that there was no risk in those instruments because they were covered by FDIC!!!!! Kopasetic!!!! In other words, they view their most major customers as total idiots. Bork Obunga and Jamie Dimon were out there ringing everybody's arms on that one.

And then in 2017, a truly abominable bill passed all but unanimously in both houses of congress:

Wikipedia:

https://tinyurl.com/ycjwzu53

The **Countering America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act**, CAATSA[1] (H.R. 3364, Pub.L. 115–44), is a United States federal law that imposed sanctions on Iran, North Korea, and Russia. The bill was passed on July
That vote had to be some sort of a message to President Trump. The message, properly interpreted, read:

*Listen-up, FOOL, WE controll Washington D.C.; YOU don’t!!!!!!*

Likewise Harley Schlanger of LarouchePac describes the problem as originating with bankers:

**Schlanger/Larouche take on impeachment coup motivation**

“...In the feeding frenzy being created by the media to back the Ukraine impeachment narrative, it would be easy to miss the accelerating financial crisis, which is the cause for the biggest financial bailout since the aftermath of the 2008 Crash.

Since mid-September, the U.S. Federal Reserve has been pumping liquidity to banks and other financial institutions in the form of overnight and two-week “repo” loans, in a desperate attempt maintain the tenuous solvency of some as-yet-undisclosed speculators. These cash infusions, which have ranged from $35 billion to $100 billion per day, are now being supplemented by $60 billion per month in Fed purchases of financial assets, in what should be called Quantitative Easing IV, reversing the trend of “tightening” and de-leveraging that began in 2015.

While financial circles know perfectly well who is being bailed out—whether it is the impending collapse of a large bank or hedge fund, an emergency backstop to prevent a derivatives blowout, or some other threat to explode the over-leveraged, unsustainable debt on the books of financial institutions—the public is being kept unaware of the depth of this crisis.

What these central bankers are saying publicly is that a massive, global austerity regime must be implemented to “save the planet” from “man-made climate change”—a fraudulent narrative—at the same time that they are pushing for multi-trillion dollar
“investments” in a bubble of “Green” finance, to be funded by taxpayers through new
taxes and government subsidies!

The Coming Implosion

While bland statements pour out of the mouths of Federal Reserve officials and
economists about the overall strength of the U.S. economy, this is obviously as much
hot air as what they are pumping into the financial system. The actual indicators point
toward the coming implosion:

• After two years of moderate improvement in the manufacturing sector, new
employment in production is declining, and investment in manufacturing firms has dried up;

• Corporate profits are falling, while corporate debt is skyrocketing to over $15 trillion. Much of the new debt taken on is offered at junk-bond levels. This is driving the demand for overnight repo loans;

• Housing starts are falling, even as the demand for new housing is increasing;

• Household debt is rising rapidly, led by student debt and auto-loan debt, as wages have not kept up with inflation—which economists insist is too low—forcing families to borrow to cover necessary expenses.

President Trump has yet to address this crisis. Instead, he continues to point to an appreciating stock market as a sign of robust economic health. But insiders know that
he is aware that this is a specious argument, as he correctly called out Hillary Clinton for making the same argument when she defended the so-called Obama recovery during the 2016 campaign. Trump’s consistent attacks on Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell, add to the nervousness of the City of London and Wall Street swindlers, who fear such statements may presage some as-yet-unannounced action against the “independence” of the Federal Reserve, which is, after all, a private central bank, and not a government institution……”

Massive Shock: Researcher discovers the scale of the problem

https://youtu.be/GRdXzURYpxc

Mel Gibson Describes Hollywood


TLDM reported on January 5, 2018:
By David Martin
Hollywood studios are "drenched in the blood of innocent children" according to Mel Gibson who claims the consumption of "baby blood is so popular in Hollywood that it basically operates as a currency of its own."

In a shocking exposé, the famed movie producer has blown the whistle on the epidemic of "parasites" who "control Hollywood," stating that "every studio in Hollywood is bought and paid for with the blood of innocent children." .....

...As a devout Catholic, Gibson acknowledged the basic good in man, saying, "There is a creative and loving force inside most of us that guides us through life," but went on to say, "These people [satanists] don’t have this. For them it’s the opposite." He described Hollywood elites as barbarians that "thrive on pain, trauma, stress, abuse, and suffering." He said they eat human flesh with the belief that "this gives them life force," adding that "If the child was suffering in body and psyche before it died, they believe this gives them extra life force."

Pizzagate, best resources

https://searchvoat.co/?q=pizzagate

https://steemit.com/static/search.html

What is Pizzagate??


“Pizza” and “hotdog” are pedophile code-words for little girls and little boys.
“hotdog” = boy
“pizza” = girl
“cheese” = little girl
“pasta” = little boy
“ice cream” = male prostitute
“walnut” = person of colour
“map” = semen
“sauce” = orgy
“As news emerges that FBI agents have uncovered a child sex ring connected to the Clinton Foundation, internet sleuths have discovered evidence of pedophile “code words” being used in emails from John Podesta released by WikiLeaks.

Numerous emails from the Chairman of Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign incongruously refer to food items such as pasta, cheese pizza, ice cream – which 4chan users say is a code language used by child sex ring participants:

For anyone who hasn’t been paying attention, the elite are heavily into pedophilia and satanism because these are ways for them to (1) prove they are sociopathic enough to be trusted with great crimes, and (2) prove that they can trust each other, despite being sociopaths. They all have the dirt on each other. (4) Satanic ritual abuse is used to create controllable split personalities, like in the Manchurian Candidate. (5) Lucius needs his Loosh.....

Isaac Kappy Dead Man’s Switch (around 4:00 in video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZxxLJIlWOs

The Problem, and how to approach it

What is anybody supposed to make of that near unanimous vote on that Russian sanctions bill? What is President Trump supposed to do if it turns out that 40, 60, or 80 percent of our congress is hopelessly compromised by this monstrosity that Troy McLachlan describes?

The key to it has to be that cleansing our system of this evil is more important than gauranteeing that everybody involved in it be punished.
My suggestion: President Trump and Bill Barr should offer the idiots a conditional amnesty. A message should go out to all politicians:

If you have ever been present at one of Jeffrey Epstein’s properties or any similar property at which children were either raped or harmed, you have 30 days to resign any public office(s) which you might hold, register as a sex offender, and for the remainder of your life cease any lobbying or other activities involving United States government at any level. Do that and the US Justice department will not come after you. Otherwise, you're going down.